The RIA market is a growing opportunity, but can be a challenging marketplace to access and requires a distinct and differentiated effort. The report “RIA Wholesaling Best Practices: A Qualitative Approach to Effective Distribution” provides prescriptive insights on how Asset Managers and Product Providers can enhance their RIA distribution strategy.

The 70-page study employs an in-depth and qualitative approach to understanding the various methods and success factors used by Asset Managers and Product Providers in delivering RIA wholesaling and distribution support. The research is based on 35 in-depth interviews with Wholesalers and Key Executives from a wide-range of large brand name and boutique Asset Managers, Mutual Fund Companies, Product Providers, RIA Custodians and related industry vendors and experts. The research also includes an online survey and in-depth interviews with a variety of RIA practices to understand their perspectives on wholesaling and distribution support. The research provides buyers with the following insights:

- Identifies best practices employed by firms distributing through the RIA marketplace
- Distribution and support efforts that require improvement
- Examines how firms can leverage various touchpoints for connecting and accessing RIAs
- Approaches used to gather RIA information and insights to help maximize CRM efforts.
- identifying and rating RIA opportunities based on information and understanding touchpoint drivers and patterns
- Assist with developing an effective sales process and distribution strategy
- Effective and realistic expectation management

Report purchases include a complimentary one-hour consulting session with study authors on the research and potential implications for your organization.

The study is available in PDF format for $4,800 and includes a one-hour consulting session. To order the complete report or for more information, please contact:

**Dennis Gallant, 781-314-0606, or email gallant@gdcresearch.com or purchase the report online at www.gdcresearch.com**
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I. Introduction

Since the early 1990’s, the Retail Registered Investment Advisor (RIA) channel has made a significant impact on the marketplace and served as a bellwether for trends including advisory services, wealth management, and the shift to a fiduciary standard. The RIA market manages an estimated $2.5 trillion in assets and represents anywhere from 13,000 to 16,000 RIAs, depending on how the market is segmented and has garnered the attention Asset Managers, Product Providers, Custodians, and most recently FinTech Providers. Asset Managers and Product Providers have been working with this channel for decades yet many still find distribution through the RIA market challenging.

It’s well known that the RIA market is unique and different compared to traditional broker-dealer channels – wirehouses, regionals, and independent broker-dealers. The market is fragmented and decentralized with no comparable access point like with broker-dealers, and RIA practices seem to vary from firm-to-firm.

The RIA market is also known for being resistant to traditional sales and wholesaling methods attributed to their positioning as money managers and fiduciaries. If fact, few in the industry like to use the word wholesaling, and thus Asset Managers and Product Providers often refer to their sales team as consultants, relationship managers, or investment specialists.

Whether or not a deliberate distribution strategy is employed, firms continue to struggle in gaining access to RIA practices and in differentiating themselves from the growing competition. Half of RIAs surveyed stated that the level of wholesaling and sales activity has been increasing over the past couple of years, with nearly 15% seeing a significant increase.
The RIA market is also growing. New RIA registrations with SEC grew 44% in 2015\(^1\) and is likely to continue growing post-DOL, and Cerulli Associates\(^2\) estimates RIAs will increase the asset share in the retail advisor market to 28% by 2018, up from 23% in 2015.

With more and more firms targeting RIAs, Asset Managers and Product Providers will need to refine and develop a more effective RIA distribution strategy to identify the opportunities on what RIAs to target and where and how best to obtain access, build rapport, and add-value.

This study will provide prescriptive insights on how Asset Managers and Product Providers, as well as other vendors, can enhance the effectiveness of their RIA distribution strategy.

- Address best practices employed
- Effective touchpoints for connecting and accessing RIAs
- Identify areas for improving distribution and support efforts
- Outlines an approach to gathering information and analyzing, rating, and identifying opportunities to improve sales and assets under management
- Help with managing the sales process and aid in establishing a realistic expectation for Senior Management

---

\(^1\) Source – Cerulli Associates and BenefitsPro Magazine article 9.13.2016. “RIAs growing market share while wirehouses shrink: Cerulli

II. Methodology

The research is based on GDC’s propriety research using a combination of in-depth interviews with Asset Managers and Product Providers, as well as an online survey and interviews with RIAs. The qualitative approach enables the research to address issues from all sides with viewpoints regarding distribution and wholesaling to the RIA market.

- **In-depth Interviews** – Conducted 35 in-depth interviews with wholesalers, national sales managers, marketing managers, channel managers, key account executives, RIA custodians, and related industry experts. Interviews were typically 60 minutes or greater in length. Asset Managers and Product Providers interviewed ranged from large brand name Mutual Fund Providers to boutique Asset Managers and included a mix of Active and Passive Managers. Most of the Asset Manager and Product Provider interviewees had a minimum of 5 years of experience distributing to RIAs. Many of the Wholesalers and Sales Managers interviewed have been working in the RIA market for 10 to 15 years and a few have over 25 years.

- **RIA Interviews** – In-depth interviews were conducted with RIAs including large team practices, one with over $1 billion in AUM, as well as interviews with three hybrid advisors. The interviews addressed their general approach to managing assets, manager selection process, and perspectives and preferences on wholesaling, services used, and support needs.

- **RIA Survey** – A brief online survey of nearly 150 RIA practices to address perspectives and satisfaction with Asset Manager/Product Provider support and wholesaling efforts, as well as insight on product use, drivers for making portfolio changes, conferences they are likely to attend, and preferred means of connecting with a new manager or product provider. RIAs survey characteristics:

  - 67% were traditional RIAs and 33% hybrid advisors
  - 64% of firms are teams or ensemble practices
  - Over 60% surveyed manage over $100 million in AUM
  - Nearly 20% surveyed manage $1 billion or more in AUM
Interview and survey topics addressed include:

- Review of sales and distribution structures employed
- Role of External and Internal Wholesalers and their key attributes
- Use and attitudes towards Hybrid Wholesalers
- Use and deployment of investment expertise
- Conference and webinars efforts
- RIA client/prospecting database development
- RIA segmentation, CRM use, and data analysis
- Marketing and digital distribution efforts
- Value-added efforts
- RIA preferences for product use, connecting with a new manager, conferences, and portfolio/investment changes, etc.

The report also leverages expertise from Robert Steele, an industry leader and innovative expert with over 30 years of experience in the financial services marketplace. As a pioneer in the RIA and asset management market, Rob has developed unique investment products, marketing and sales support programs for Wealth Managers, Asset Managers, and Institutional Clients. Rob is a founding executive of Rydex Investments where he developed an extensive and successfully RIA distribution strategy. Rob continues to consult and assist Asset Managers with product and RIA distribution support. GDC has leveraged Mr. Steele’s expertise to provide prescriptive action steps to enhance wholesaling structures, gather insight on RIA practices, and identify and rate RIA sales opportunities.